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North Star Destination Strategies has been working with communities for more than 15 years, helping them uncover, define, 
implement and integrate their own unique competitive identities. Our experience has shown that there is no substitute for 
comprehensive research when it comes to establishing a bedrock of solid support for all future marketing efforts. Ongoing 
research efforts offer numerous benefits that allow destinations to refine, reinforce or redirect their competitive growth 
strategies to ensure ongoing success.

In 2012, the Evansville Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) partnered with North Star Research to profile visitors to the 
Evansville area using geo-demographic segmentation in a Consumer Profiling and Targeting Study.  In 2012, the Bureau along 
with its PR agency Borshoff again partnered with North Star Research to conduct a Consumer Awareness and Perception 
(CAP) Study.  While the first research project correlated secondary data with customer databases, the second 2012 study was 
primary research derived from a quantitative survey to understand how Evansville is perceived in the minds of its consumers, 
and to describe Evansville’s visitors in great detail.    

In 2016, the Evansville CVB has partnered with North Star to provide a comparison study to that original 2012 CAP study with 
the goal of identifying changes in perception, visitor trip descriptors, visitor attributes and more.  In addition, this most recent 
study measured logo and advertising recall as well as their influence as a benchmark for moving forward. The study provides 
a detailed understanding of visitation patterns and perceptions associated with Evansville, which is a critical part of crafting 
marketing strategies that will attract more visitors, more often. 

Introduction
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The survey link was emailed to 1,778 e-mail records spanning from 2009 - 2016 from Evansville CVB (ECVB) inquiries and 
from Visit Indiana.  An example of those invitations can be found in Appendix A. The average open rate and click-through rate 
for these emails was 33.65% and 11.25% respectively. In addition, North Star supplemented this response with an additional 
250 respondents via consumer panels. The survey was open from March 24, 2016 to April 23, 2016. 

The survey collected 365 respondents not terminated due to age (under 18), being “Not at All Familiar” with Evansville or being 
from Evansville, IN. Given that the entire visitor population is roughly 4.5 million (as indicated by the Evansville CVB economic 
impact study done in 2013), this survey has a 95% confidence level and a  +/- 5.13 confidence interval. Data in charts is 
rounded and in some cases the represented data does not equal 100, but is accurate. In addition, other responses are only 
shown with the initial reporting of each question. 

Methodology
North Star developed a survey instrument based on the ECVB’s primary goals, objectives and marketing needs as well as the 
desire to measure changes from the previously conducted study in 2012. The survey instrument was designed to elicit 
reactions from Evansville consumers and potential consumers regarding Evansville as a destination, and compare responses 
between various visitor types. The survey comprised both open-ended and multiple-choice questions. Survey flow was 
designed to route respondents through the appropriate follow-up questions based on previous answers. The survey 
instrument can be found in Appendix B. The raw open-ended responses can be found in Appendix C. To improve response 
rate, the ECVB included an incentive of a chance to win a $50 Visa Gift Card. Those who entered and five winners selected 
randomly in order of their selection are attached in Appendix D. 

Methodology
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Executive Summary Competition

Family Friendly and 
Welcoming / Open

Amidst heavy competition, Evansville was selected most often for 
“Most Family Friendly” and a close second to Nashville on “Most 

Welcoming / Open” (43% - 31%).
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Executive Summary Visitors

55% 
of visitors said the experience is improving. 
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Executive Summary Visitors

50% 
of visitors said they would be likely to make a return trip. 
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Executive Summary Visitation / Advertising

28% 
of respondents would be more likely to visit if a friend or family 

member recommended it (most selected option).
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Executive Summary Advertising 

72% 
of those that saw Evansville ad(s) were inspired to learn more. 
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Executive Summary Advertising 

55% 
of “visitors” first became aware of Evansville through Twitter. As 

compared to 0% of “non-visitors” selecting Twitter. 
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Executive Summary Advocacy

38% 
of Evansville respondents are what we would categorize as “Detractors” 

(those that selected from 1-6 on the likeliness out of 10 to promote 
Evansville to a friend, family or colleague). From 2012 to 2016 there was a 
10% drop in promoters and a 19% increase in detractors. In addition there 
was a 29% decrease in net advocacy score (promoters minus detractors) 

from 2012 to 2016. 
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2012 / 2016 Comparisons
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Executive Summary Visitation

12% 
Improvement in Evansville consumers having visited in the past two 

years (44% as compared to 32%) or conversion rate.
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Executive Summary Visitation

21% 
Decline in likelihood to take a return trip.
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Executive Summary Visitation

5% 
Increase in visitors who have stayed two nights.
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Executive Summary Perception

7% 
Improvement in perception change after visitation.
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Executive Summary Visitation

23% 
Improvement in likeness to visit eventually from your non-visitors.
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Executive Summary Advocacy

23% 
Brand advocacy score from your current “visitors”, the highest 

advocacy score amongst all your segments. 
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2012 / 2016 Comparisons
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Executive Summary Insights

The following insights represent North Star’s qualitative reading of the data: 

● The demographics of the respondents changed between 2012 and 2016, skewing older and more affluent in 
2016. That may account for the change in descriptor with “historic” rising and “college town” decreasing. 

● As a rule, non-visitors have little loyalty or affinity to a place.  In the 2016 survey, many non-visitors couldn’t 
remember where they had heard about Evansville, reporting that they “had always known about it.”  They are 
working with vague, outdated ideas of what the destination offers and are not experiencing marketing, 
promotional or word-of-mouth events to change that long-held perception.  Whereas most visitors reported 
having encountered some type of promotion or event that precipitated their visiting.  This supports the idea 
that marketing does work to change perceptions.  The challenge is to extend the reach of that marketing.

● In 2016 (compared to 2012), visitation numbers spiked dramatically in June and October. Of course, these 
are key travel times for all visitors but why did so many more people start coming to Evansville during those 
months?  What have you changed or added to the destination during those months? Is it seasonal like the 
zoo opens or baseball in Bosse Field begins?  Is it event-oriented?  June in particular is loaded with concerts, 
5Ks and festivals.  Could be value in further exploring these connections.
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Executive Summary Insights

The following insights represent North Star’s qualitative reading of the data: 

● Overall, casino visitors are the most satisfied with every aspect of their experience while business visitors 
are the least satisfied.  What can be gleaned from this finding?  Is the business experience lacking or is that 
just the nature of a business traveler?  Is the casino visitor a specific type of person?  Is the experience more 
controlled?  This is particularly telling in the question regarding whether the destination is improving or 
declining.  Business visitors see no improvement and a significant percentage report decline.  Casino 
visitors see only improvement. 

● Most business visitors are males from Indianapolis.  Could that skew their attitudes?  They describe 
Evansville as old fashioned.  Could changes be made to the business traveler experience to address that?  
Are they looking for nightlife? How can the overall business experience be improved? Almost 25% of 
business visitors have come 5 or more times in the last year.  Frequency may be adding to their low scoring 
of the destination.

● Perceptions of the downtown and Riverwalk have improved, not dramatically but enough to take note.
● Dining events jumped dramatically from 2012 to 2016 as a reason someone would visit who hadn’t in the 

past.  This supports the idea that events make a big difference.
● Family getaway visitors score Evansville very low on the family fun and friendly and welcoming scale.  The 

destination seems not to be delivering important parts of the “family” experience. 



Initial Review
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All Respondents / No Cross Tabulations
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All Respondents Mapping
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All Respondents Mapping



Demographics / General
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Demographics / General Gender
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Demographics / General Age
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Demographics / General Urban/Suburban or Rural



3030

Demographics / General Income
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Demographics / General Which city do you live in/near?

Other: Dallas, TX; Kansas City, MO; Fort Wayne, IN; Jasper, IN; Lexington, KY; Madison, AL; 
Normal, IL; Carmel, IN; Bowling Green, KY; Austin, TX



Perceptions
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Perceptions What TWO phrases or adjectives below do you think best describe Evansville?

Other: Gambling, difficult to get to, things to do, trains all the time
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Perceptions On a scale of 1-10, 1 being “does not match” and 10 being “exact match,” 
how well do the following descriptions match your perceptions of Evansville? 
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Perceptions What comes to mind first when you think of Evansville?
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Perceptions What was your perception of Evansville before you visited for the first time? What had you heard or 
read about it before you experienced it?

Summary 
● Small and friendly 
● Sleepy 
● Nice Town 
● Nothing 

Notable Quotes: 
“I thought it was more of a smaller, hometown feel rather than a large city.”

“I was born and raised in Chicago so moving to a rural area was somewhat of a shock.  I thought that 
Evansville would probably be my closest option for city life.  I heard about Evansville from people that 
I met in my new surroundings.”

“Born and raised there so already knew about it, but haven't lived there for over 40 years. It has not 
progressed like other cities its size”
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Perceptions Did your perception of Evansville change once you visited?
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Perceptions Did your perception change in a positive or negative way?
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Perceptions What changed your perception of Evansville?

Summary 
● Friendly people 
● More to do than I expected 
● Nicer than I thought it would be 

Notable Quotes: 
“Actually seeing it for myself and experiencing the more progressive nature of the city and 
surrounding area.”

“In my most recent two trips, I noticed that the nightlife and local dining scene had improved.  I 
attended venues in historic buildings renovated into restaurants, coffee shops and nightlife”

“The improvements on the riverfront; cleanliness of downtown; better signage”

“It was very exciting and fun...not what I thought it would be.”



Competition
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Competition Familiarity
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Competition Select the destination from the list below that you feel best matches each description



Visitors
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Visitors In the past two (2) years, have you visited Evansville?
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Visitors Have you ever visited Evansville in your lifetime?
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Visitors Is the visitor experience in Evansville improving, declining or staying the same?
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Visitors Is the visitor experience in Evansville improving, declining or staying the same?
Improving

Summary:
● The Downtown  
● Adding more things to do (attractions, entertainment, dining, shopping)
● Becoming more “homey” 
● Modernizing, getting with the times

Notable Quotes: 
“I have been travelling to Evansville for many years, and I have to say it is by far the most friendly 
place I have visited. I always look forward to my trips to Evansville.” 

“Each time I go it seems like it is more "homey". It is big city like but country like also. Not too much 
traffic but enough to know things are going on.”

“I have very little experience involving Evansville, so I really can't say. I know I would like to return & 
get a little better "flavor" of your city - then I could be a better judge. You have given me memories 
from many years ago (mid 70's), and there are new experiences there I would like to sample.”
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Visitors Is the visitor experience in Evansville improving, declining or staying the same?
Declining

Summary:
● Economy 
● Not sure 
● Not enough to do 

Notable Quotes: 
“In the last couple years I haven't heard anything about Evansville”

“Downtown area is flailing; poor choices for entertainment/ food. It would be nice to have an outlet 
mall. There is only shopping in the Eastland/Green River/Morgan area and none of that is really name 
brand or low price. We enjoy the museums and the riverfront, but the zoo is too outdated. We like the 
circus at Ford Center. It would be nice to have more family friendly entertainment like maybe an 
indoor water park.”
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Visitors What’s missing from Evansville?

Summary: 
● More dining downtown 
● Not sure 
● Nothing

Notable Quotes: 
“I do not believe anything is missing.  I wish I lived closer.  It is hard for me to spend the time on 
travel for shopping.  I live in a rural area and stores are not plentiful.  I do not enjoy shopping online.  I 
prefer to see the merchandise...and Evansville certainly has a wealth of shopping options.  I 
especially like being close to a certain shoe store in Henderson.  Having a good selection of 
restaurants is pleasurable and you certainly have plenty of choices.”

“A sense of community pride. I see that in other places, like Louisville, New Orleans, Boston, and San 
Francisco, but Evansville has come to be symbolized by speeding pickup trucks. You have largely 
ignored the rich river heritage. The Julia Belle Swain spent time there in the 70s, but moved on, then 
the Spirit of Evansville didn't last too long around 1980 before it moved on. Does the American Queen 
even stop there anymore? Is there any river display at the Museum? There should be a river museum, 
with all of the activity that used to be at the riverfront.”
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Visitors Why did you choose to visit Evansville over another destination?

Summary: 
● Location / Proximity 
● Family 
● Clean / Safe / Family-friendly 

Notable Quotes: 
“I love Evansville because people who live there are passionate and proud and they work hard to 
make sure it will be a wonderful place to live and visit for a long time to come.”

“Family still lives there. But we stay in a hotel so we can do things on our own.”

“Originally it was just to go to the fall festival to get away and we have gone a couple of times. My 
kids’ fall break is the same time as the fall festival so that makes it great!”
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Visitors What was the primary purpose of your most recent trip, 
or the main reason you went to Evansville? (Choose one.)

Other: Doctor’s visit, passing through, wedding, business, dog show several times a year
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Visitors While you were visiting Evansville on your most recent trip, 
which of the following did you do? (Choose all that apply.)

Other: Nothing, business, ate, shopped, visited family, got gas
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Visitors While you were visiting Evansville on your most recent trip, which of the following did you do?
Which museum(s) did you visit? (Choose all that apply)

Other: Dream Car Museum

Note: This is a branching question showed only to those who indicated they had visited a museum. 
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Visitors While you were visiting Evansville on your most recent trip, which of the following did you do?
Which sport(s) did you attend or participate in? (Choose all that apply.)

Baseball / Softball

Note: This is a branching question showed only to those who indicated they had participated in a sport. 

Other: Triathlon, Auto Racing 
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Visitors While you were visiting Evansville on your most recent trip, which of the following did you do?
Which outdoor activity did you participate in? (Choose all that apply.)

Other: Walking, swimming
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Visitors How many times have you visited Evansville in the past two years?
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Visitors Did you stay overnight in Evansville during your most recent visit?
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Visitors How many nights did you stay?
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Visitors Where did you stay? 
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Visitors Which hotel or motel did you stay in?

Other: Marriott, Howard Johnson
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Visitors With whom did you travel?

Other: Daughter
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Visitors On your most recent trip, during which month did you travel?
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Visitors About how much did you spend overall on your most recent trip to Evansville?
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Visitors What could have potentially motivated you to extend your trip by a day or two? (Choose all that apply) 

Other: Nothing, more time
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Visitors How likely would you be to take another trip to Evansville?
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Visitors On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the worst possible experience and 10 being the best possible, how 
would you rate the experience of your most recent visit to Evansville? 



Non-Visitors
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Non-Visitors Why have you not visited? (Choose all that apply.)

Other: Too busy, did not have a car, did not have a reason to
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Non-Visitors How likely are you to visit in the next year or so?
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Non-Visitors When you do visit Evansville, what are you likely to do while you’re there? (Choose all that apply.) 

Other: Relaxing getaway, introduce family to my favorite place, visit family

University 
University of Evansville
Southern Indiana University

Event: 
Frog Follies
Not sure 
Evansville Marathon
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Non-Visitors When you do visit Evansville, what are you likely to do while you’re there? (Choose all that apply.) 
Which museum(s) do you think you’ll visit? (Choose all that apply.)

Other: Dream Car Museum, would visit Vanderburgh Museum (if it existed)
Note: This is a branching question showed only to those who indicated they had visited a museum. 
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Non-Visitors When you do visit Evansville, what are you likely to do while you’re there? (Choose all that apply.) 
Which outdoor activity do you think you will participate in? (Choose all that apply.)
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Non-Visitors What would make you more likely to travel to Evansville? (Choose all that apply.)

Other: If I was passing by, if I moved closer



Advertising
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Advertising How did you first become aware of Evansville? (Choose all that apply.)

Other: Use to live in Indiana or nearby, business 
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Advertising How did you first become aware of Evansville? (Choose all that apply.)  
Which social media site(s)? 
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Advertising How did you first become aware of Evansville? (Choose all that apply.)  
Website / News Story / Event

Website: 
Visitevansville.com 
Indiana.com
Tripadvisor
Google

News Story: 
College
Sports 
Story on Channel 5 

Event: 
Frog Follies
Jehovah’s Witness Convention
LST 325
Otters Baseball 
River Trip 
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Advertising What is your most trustworthy source of information?
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Advertising In the past 12 months, do you recall seeing or hearing any 
advertisements or promotions for Evansville?



8080

Advertising Where did you see Evansville advertisements? (Choose all that apply.)

Other: TV, Email, Don’t Remember
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Advertising Do you recall seeing any advertisement, promotion, literature, brochure or guide (online or otherwise) 
in the past 12 months, featuring the logo below?
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Advertising Please choose any of the following advertisements below 
you recall seeing or choose “none of these.”
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Advertising Did the ad(s) make you want to visit the Evansville website (visitevansville.com) to learn more?



8484

Advertising Please review the advertisement below which you recalled seeing and click on the area of the ad that 
first caught your attention.



Advocacy
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Advocacy On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the least likely and 10 being the most likely, how likely would you be 
to recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family, or colleague?

Brand Advocacy: The question “how likely would you be to recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family 
member or colleague?” measures the extent to which visitors advocate taking a trip to Evansville to others after 
their visit is over. Visitors who score a community high on this question actively recruit new visitors through 
positive word-of-mouth marketing.  By making a strong recommendation, they are willing to risk their own 
character, trustworthiness and overall reputation for no tangible reward.  This method borrows from the well 
know market research / customer satisfaction principle called “Net Promoter Score*.”

Scores are calculated with response percentages in the following categories:
● Promoters (9 or 10) – Loyal visitors who will continue fueling your growth and promoting your brand 
● Passives (7 or 8) – Satisfied but unenthusiastic visitors who are vulnerable to other opinions and brands 
● Detractors (1-6) – Unhappy visitors who can damage your brand and impede growth through negative 

referrals 

The average results of the ratings received from residents produce a Brand Advocacy Score which indicates how 
likely respondents are to promote Evansville.  This score can be compared to other community scores and re-
measured to track improvements over time.

Brand Advocacy Score = % Promoters – % Detractors

*Fred Reichheld, “The Ultimate Question”
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Advocacy On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the least likely and 10 being the most likely, how likely would you be 
to recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family, or colleague?

Detractors Passive Promoters



Visitor vs. Non-Visitors
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Cross Tabulations
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V/NV Crosstabs Age



9090

V/NV Crosstabs Income



9191

V/NV Crosstabs Gender



9292

V/NV Crosstabs Urban / Suburban or Rural
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V/NV Crosstabs Which city do you live in (or near)? 



9494

V/NV Crosstabs Please indicate how familiar you are with Evansville?



9595

V/NV Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Best Outdoor Product
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V/NV Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Most Appealing Overall
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V/NV Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Best Shopping
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V/NV Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Best Dining
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V/NV Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description
Most Welcoming and Open
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V/NV Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description
Most Family Friendly
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V/NV Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description
Best College Town
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V/NV Crosstabs How did you first become aware of Evansville? (Choose all that apply.)
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V/NV Crosstabs How did you first become aware of Evansville? (Choose all that apply.)
Which social media site(s)? (Choose all that apply.)

Non-Visitor Other: The respondents who selected other did not provide text response. 
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V/NV Crosstabs What is your most trustworthy source of travel information?
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V/NV Crosstabs In the past 12 months, do you recall seeing 
or hearing any advertisements or promotions for Evansville? 
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V/NV Crosstabs Where did you see Evansville advertisements? (Choose all that apply.)

Non-Visitor Other: TV, Don’t Remember
Visitor Other: TV, Mail
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V/NV Crosstabs Do you recall seeing any advertisement, promotion, literature, brochure or guide 
(online or otherwise) in the past 12 months, featuring the logo below? 
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V/NV Crosstabs Please choose any of the following advertisements below you 
recall seeing or choose “none of these.”
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V/NV Crosstabs Did the ad(s) make you want to visit the Evansville 
website (visitevansville.com) to learn more?



110110

V/NV Crosstabs What TWO phrases or adjectives below do you think best describes Evansville?



111111

V/NV Crosstabs On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being “does not match” and 10 being “exact match,” how well do the 
following descriptions match your perceptions of Evansville?



112112

V/NV Crosstabs Is the visitor experience in Evansville improving, declining or staying the same?



113113

V/NV Crosstabs On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being lowest and 10 being highest, how likely would you be to recommend 
traveling to Evansville to a friend, family or colleague?
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V/NV Crosstabs On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being lowest and 10 being highest, how likely would you be to recommend 
traveling to Evansville to a friend, family or colleague?

Brand Advocacy Category Comparisons



Likely vs. Unlikely Visitors 
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Cross Tabulations
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Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Age



117117

Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Gender



118118

Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Suburban / Urban or Rural
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Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Which city do you live in / near?
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Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description
Most Appealing Overall



121121

Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Best Outdoor Product
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Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Best Shopping
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Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Best Dining
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Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Most Welcoming / Open



125125

Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Most Family Friendly
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Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Best College Town
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Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs How did you first become aware of Evansville? (Choose all that apply.)



128128

Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs What TWO phrases or adjectives below do you 
think best describe Evansville?



129129

Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs
On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being “does not match, and 10 being “exact 

match,” how well do the following descriptions match 
your perceptions of Evansville?



130130

Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs What is your most trustworthy source of travel information?



131131

Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs In the past 12 months, do you recall seeing or hearing any advertisements 
or promotions for Evansville?
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Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs
Do you recall seeing any advertisement, promotion, literature, brochure or 

guide (online or otherwise) in the past 12 months, 
featuring the logo below?



133133

Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs Please choose any of the following advertisements below you recall 
seeing or choose “none of these.”
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Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs
On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being least and 10 being most, how likely would 

you be to recommend traveling to Evansville 
to a friend, family or colleague? 



135135

Likely/Unlikely Visitors Crosstabs
On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being least and 10 being most, how likely would 

you be to recommend traveling to Evansville 
to a friend, family or colleague? 

Brand Advocacy Category Comparisons



Rural vs. Suburban Respondents
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Cross Tabulations



137137

Rural vs Suburban Which of the following includes your age?

Rural Urban / Suburban



138138

Rural vs Suburban Income

Rural Urban / Suburban



139139

Rural vs Suburban Gender

Rural Urban / Suburban



140140

Rural vs Suburban How did you first become of Evansville? (Choose all that apply.)

Rural Urban / Suburban



141141

Rural vs Suburban Which social media site(s)? (Choose all that apply.) - Follow Up from Previous Question

Rural Urban / Suburban



142142

Rural vs Suburban What TWO phrases or adjectives below do you think best describe Evansville?

Rural Urban / Suburban



143143

Rural vs Suburban In the past two (2) years, have you visited Evansville?

Rural Urban / Suburban



144144

Rural vs Suburban Have you ever visited Evansville in your lifetime?

Rural Urban / Suburban



145145

Rural vs Suburban Why have you not visited? (Choose all that apply)

Rural Urban / Suburban



146146

Rural vs Suburban How likely are you to visit in the next year or so?

Rural Urban / Suburban



147147

Rural vs Suburban When you do visit Evansville, what are you likely to do while you’re there? (Choose all that apply.)

Rural Urban / Suburban



148148

Rural vs Suburban When you do visit Evansville, what are you likely to do while you’re there? (Choose all that apply.)
Which museum(s) do you think you’ll visit? (Choose all that apply.)

Rural Urban / Suburban
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Rural vs Suburban Is the visitor experience in Evansville improving, declining or staying the same?

Rural Urban / Suburban
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Rural vs Suburban What was the primary purpose of your most recent trip, or the 
main reason you went to Evansville? (Choose one.)

Rural Urban / Suburban
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Rural vs Suburban While you were visited Evansville on your most recent trip, which of the following did you do? 
(Choose all that apply.)

Rural Urban / Suburban
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Rural vs Suburban Which outdoor activity did you participate in? 
(Choose all that apply.) - Follow Up Question from Prior

Rural Urban / Suburban
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Rural vs Suburban How many times have you visited Evansville in the past two years?

Rural Urban / Suburban



154154

Rural vs Suburban Did you stay overnight in Evansville during your most recent visit?

Rural Urban / Suburban



155155

Rural vs Suburban How many nights did you stay?

Rural Urban / Suburban



156156

Rural vs Suburban Where did you stay?

Rural Urban / Suburban



157157

Rural vs Suburban With whom did you travel?

Rural Urban / Suburban



158158

Rural vs Suburban On your most recent trip, which month did you travel?

Rural Urban / Suburban



159159

Rural vs Suburban About how much did you spend overall on your most recent trip to Evansville?

Rural Urban / Suburban



160160

Rural vs Suburban Did your perception of Evansville change once you visited?

Rural Urban / Suburban



161161

Rural vs Suburban Did your perception change in a positive or negative way?

Rural Urban / Suburban



162162

Rural vs Suburban What could have potentially motivated you to 
extend your trip by a day or two? (Choose all that apply.)

Rural Urban / Suburban



163163

Rural vs Suburban On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the worst and 10 being the best, how would 
you rate the experience of your most recent visit to Evansville?

Rural Urban / Suburban



164164

Rural vs Suburban How likely would you be to take another trip to Evansville? 

Rural Urban / Suburban



165165

Rural vs Suburban What is your most trustworthy source of travel information?

Rural Urban / Suburban



166166

Rural vs Suburban In the past 12 months, do you recall seeing or 
hearing any advertisements or promotions for Evansville?

Rural Urban / Suburban



167167

Rural vs Suburban Where did you see Evansville advertisements? (Choose all that apply)

Rural Urban / Suburban



168168

Rural vs Suburban Do you recall seeing any advertisement, promotion, literature, brochure or guide 
(online or otherwise) in the past 12 months featuring the logo below? 

Rural Urban / Suburban



169169

Rural vs Suburban Please choose any of the following advertisements below you 
recall seeing or choose “none of these.”

Rural Urban / Suburban



170170

Rural vs Suburban Did the ad(s) make you want to visit the Evansville 
website (visitevansville.com) to learn more?

Rural Urban / Suburban



171171

Rural vs Suburban On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the least and 10 being the most, how likely would you be to 
recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family or colleague?

Rural Urban / Suburban



172172

Rural vs Suburban On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the least and 10 being the most, how likely would you be to 
recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family or colleague?

Rural Urban / Suburban

Brand Advocacy Category Comparisons



Visitor Segments
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Cross Tabulations



174174

Visitor Segments Category Percentage of Respondents

Family and Friends
16%

Family Getaway
7%

Business
10%

Casino
6%



175175

Visitor Segments Age



176176

Visitor Segments Gender



177177

Visitor Segments Income



178178

Visitor Segments Urban / Suburban or Rural



179179

Visitor Segments Which city do you live in / near?



180180

Visitor Segments Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Most Appealing Overall



181181

Visitor Segments Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Best Outdoor Product



182182

Visitor Segments Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Best Shopping



183183

Visitor Segments Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Best Dining



184184

Visitor Segments Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Most Welcoming / Open



185185

Visitor Segments Select the destination that you feel best matches each description.
Most Family Friendly



186186

Visitor Segments Select the destination that you feel best matches each description
Best College Town



187187

Visitor Segments What TWO phrases or adjectives below do you think best describe Evansville?



188188

Visitor Segments On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being “does not match” and 10 being “exact match,” how well do the 
following descriptions match your perceptions of Evansville?



189189

Visitor Segments Is the visitor experience in Evansville improving, declining or staying the same?



190190

Visitor Segments While you were visiting Evansville on your most recent trip, which of the following did you do? 
(Choose all that apply.)



191191

Visitor Segments How many times have you visited Evansville the past two years?



192192

Visitor Segments Did you stay overnight in Evansville during your most recent visit?



193193

Visitor Segments How many nights did you stay?



194194

Visitor Segments What is your most trustworthy source of travel information?



195195

Visitor Segments Where did you stay?



196196

Visitor Segments With whom did you travel?



197197

Visitor Segments On your most recent trip, during which month did you travel?



198198

Visitor Segments How much did you spend on your most recent trip?



199199

Visitor Segments Did you perception of Evansville change once you visited?



200200

Visitor Segments What could have potentially motivated you to 
extend your trip by a day or two? (Choose all that apply.)



201201

Visitor Segments On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the worst possible experience and 10 being the best possible, how 
would you rate the experience of your most recent visit to Evansville?



202202

Visitor Segments How likely would you be to take another trip to Evansville?



203203

Visitor Segments In the past 12 months, do you recall seeing or hearing 
any advertisements or promotions for Evansville?



204204

Visitor Segments Where did you see Evansville advertisements? (Choose all that apply.)



205205

Visitor Segments Do you recall seeing any advertisement, promotion, literature, brochure or guide (online or otherwise) 
in the past 12 months, featuring the logo below?



206206

Visitor Segments Please choose any of the following advertisements below
you recall seeing or choose “none of these.”



207207

Visitor Segments On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the least and 10 being the most, how likely would you be to 
recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family or colleague?



208208

Visitor Segments On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being lowest and 10 being highest, how likely would you be to recommend 
traveling to Evansville to a friend, family or colleague?

Brand Advocacy Category Comparisons



209209

Visitor Segments Family and Friends Visitor

The most common responses listed below as representative example of this segment

Family and Friends
- Most common age ranges are 45 - 55 (27%) and 35-44 (18%) 
- 34% Male and 64% Female (2% prefer not to answer) 
- Most common income ranges are $25,000 - $49,000 (27%), $50,000 - $74,999 (20%) and $75,000 - $99,000 (20%) 
- 53% Urban / Suburban and 47% Rural 
- Most often described Evansville as “Friendly and Welcoming” (36%) and “Midwestern” (27%) 
- Ranked “Easily accessible” at 7.89/10 as the highest descriptor match 
- 64% indicated they felt Evansville was improving as the most common response  
- 69% indicated they “dined at a local restaurant” and 42% “shopped at a mall or shopping center” as the most common 

responses for all they did while in town and were the most likely to select those options as compared to other segments 
- 56% visited 1 time in the past two years, 78% stayed overnight, 31% stayed stayed one night and 33% spent $100-$249 
- 39% report “Friends/Family” are most trustworthy source of information  
- Brand advocacy score of 9% 



210210

Visitor Segments Family Getaway Visitor

The most common responses listed below as representative example of this segment

Family Getaway 
- Most common age ranges are 35-44 (24%) and 55-64 (24%)
- 32% Male and 68% Female 
- Most common income ranges $50,000 - $74,999 (32%) and $75,000 - $99,000 (25%) 
- 79% Urban / Suburban and 21% Rural 
- Most often described Evansville as “Midwestern” (31%) and “Naturally scenic and beautiful” (28%) 
- Ranked “Affordable / good value” at 7.76/10 as the highest descriptor match 
- 62% indicated they felt Evansville was improving as the most common response 
- 59% indicated they “dined at a local restaurant” and 38% “shopped at a mall or shopping center” as the most common 

responses for all they did while in town. 
- Most likely to select “shopped at a mall or shopping center” or “participated in outdoor activity” than any other segment 
- 59% visited 1 time in the past two  years, 66% stayed overnight, 42% stayed two nights and spent $250-$499. 
- 32% reported “Website/Online” as the most trustworthy source of information 
- Brand advocacy score of -11%



211211

Visitor Segments Business Visitor

The most common responses listed below as representative example of this segment

Business 
- Most common age ranges are 55-65 (33%) and from 65-74 (23%) 
- 47% Male and 53% Female
- Most common income ranges are $50,000 - $74,999 (27%) and  $25,000 - $49,000 and $75,000 - $99,000 (both at 20%) 
- 60% Urban / Suburban and 6% Rural 
- Most often described Evansville as “Old fashioned” (30%) and “Midwestern” (27%) 
- Ranked “Easily accessible” and “A friendly and welcoming place” at 6.80/10 as the highest descriptor matches
- 57% indicated they felt Evansville was staying the same as the most common response  
- 63% indicated they “dined at a local restaurant” and 20% “Rode, ran or walked along the riverfront and/or greenway” as the most 

common responses for all they did while in town. 
- 53% visited 1 time in the past two years, 57% stayed overnight, 35% stayed two nights and most spent $1-$99
- 27% reported “Website/Online” as tje most trustworthy source of information  
- Brand advocacy score of -16% 



212212

Visitor Segments Casino Visitor

The most common responses listed below as representative example of this segment

Casino 
- Most common age ranges are 55-65 (24%) and from 65-74 (24%) 
- 65% Male and 35% Female 
- Most common income ranges are $25,000 - $49,999 (29%) and $50,000 - $74,999 (24%) 
- 94% Urban / Suburban and 6% Rural 
- Most often described Evansville as “Friendly and Welcoming” (24%), “Fun” (24%), “Small Town” (24%) and “Charming” (24%) 
- Ranked “Traditional and conservative” at 8.35/10 as the highest descriptor match 
- 65% indicated they felt Evansville was improving as the most common response 
- 65% indicated they “dined at a local restaurant” and 59% “Visited Tropicana Casino” as the most common responses for all they 

did while in town. 
- 47% visited 1 time in the past two  years, 59% stayed overnight and 60% stayed one night and spent $100-$249 (35%) or 

$250-$499 (35%) 
- 35% reported “Website/Online” as the most trustworthy source of information  
- Brand advocacy of 17% 



2012 vs. 2016
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Cross Tabulations



214214

2012 / 2016 Age



215215

2012 / 2016 Income

Note: Remainder of 2016 answers are “Prefer not to respond”



216216

2012 / 2016 Gender



217217

2012 / 2016 Urban / Suburban or Rural



218218

2012 / 2016 Which city do you live in / near?

Note: Remainder of 2016 answers are in additionally provided multiple choice answers shown in reporting of 
question in prior sections



219219

2012 / 2016 How did you first become aware of Evansville? (Choose all that apply)



220220

2012 / 2016 What TWO phrases or adjectives below do you think best describe Evansville? (Choose two)



221221

2012 / 2016 On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being “does not match” and 10 being “exact match,” how well do the 
following descriptions match your perceptions of Evansville?



222222

2012 / 2016 Have you visited Evansville in the past two years?



223223

2012 / 2016 Have you visited Evansville in your lifetime?



224224

2012 / 2016 Why have you not visited Evansville?



225225

2012 / 2016 How likely are you to visit Evansville in the next year or so?



226226

2012 / 2016 What would make you more likely to travel to Evansville?



227227

2012 / 2016 What was the primary purpose of your most recent visit?

Note: 2016 percentages have been altered slightly to reflect a comparative percentage to the available options 
from 2012. Between the two studies there were slight alterations in choices.



228228

2012 / 2016 How many times have you visited Evansville in the past two years? 



229229

2012 / 2016 How many nights did you stay?



230230

2012 / 2016 Where did you stay?



231231

2012 / 2016 On your most recent trip, during which month did you travel?



232232

2012 / 2016 About how much did you spend overall on your most recent trip to Evansville?



233233

2012 / 2016 Did your perception change after you visited?

Note: If “Yes,” change was 
overwhelmingly positive



234234

2012 / 2016 What could have potentially motivated you to extend your trip by a day or two? (Choose all that apply.)



235235

2012 / 2016 On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the worst and 10 being the best possible, how would you rate the 
experience of your most recent trip to Evansville?



236236

2012 / 2016 How likely would you be to take another trip to Evansville?



237237

2012 / 2016 On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the least and 10 being the most, how likely would you be to 
recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family, or colleague?



238238

Advocacy On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the least and 10 being the most, how likely would you be to 
recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family, or colleague?

Brand Advocacy Category Comparisons



239239

Advocacy On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the least and 10 being the most, how likely would you be to 
recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family, or colleague?

Brand Advocacy Category Comparisons



240240

Advocacy On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the least and 10 being the most, how likely would you be to 
recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family, or colleague?

Brand Advocacy Category Comparisons



Advocacy Comparisons
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Cross Tabulations



242242

Advocacy On a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the least and 10 being the most, how likely would you be to 
recommend traveling to Evansville to a friend, family or colleague?

Brand Advocacy Category Comparisons

Note: There is overlap in the categories above (ex: “Visitor” includes all sub categories of visitor types)



Evansville Consumer Awareness & Perception Study
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2016


